Dear Kanrawi,

This is fine with me.

Best of luck with your research,

Don

On Apr 10, 2013, at 6:56 PM, Kanrawi Kitkhachonkunlaphat <kkitkhac@purdue.edu> wrote:

> Dear Dr. Donald D. Hoffman,
> 
> I am Kanrawi Kitkhachonkunlaphat, a Master student in Computer Graphics Technology, Purdue University.
> I am doing a Master thesis related to human visual perception and text presentation in augmented reality. In the thesis, I referred to visual illusions published in the book Visual Intelligence. I planned to use the three of your figures to clarify the concept of illusions in my dissertation.
> 1. The Segmentation of a Shape by the Minima of Curvature, Visual Intelligence, p.89
> 2. The Illusion of Transparent Filters, Visual Intelligence, p.124
> Consequently, I would like to ask for the permission to reprint the images above in my Master thesis.
> 
> I am looking forward to hearing from you.
> 
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